An ontology-based design for modelling case studies of everyday pro-environmental behaviour in the workplace
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Abstract: This paper outlines the design of a model for simulating six case studies of everyday pro-environmental behaviour in the workplace. Rather than creating six separate models, we want to exploit similarities among the case studies and maximise code re-use – a problem common in the world of integrated modelling. Noting concerns about modular integrated modelling that have been raised by numbers of authors, we start from a standpoint of viewing integrated modelling as a problem of semantic integration. A system for integrated modelling using OWL ontologies as the medium of representation of the structure and state of the model at any one time is presented and an early prototype implementation of the case study model evaluated.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The LOCAW (Low Carbon at Work: Modelling Agents and Organisations to achieve Transition to a Low Carbon Europe – http://www.locaw-fp7.com/) project aims to identify how carbon consumption practices in the workplace and the home can be transformed, and to enhance our understanding of how these two important areas of our lives can be made to work together to achieve a transition to a sustainable society. It involves case studies of six organisations in the public and private sector, including services and heavy industry.

Modelling multiple case studies requires a modular approach with reusable algorithms implementing model dynamics. At the same time, each case study needs to be an internally consistent model in its own right. The research area of building models through integrating modular reusable components has been ongoing for several years now, particularly in the area of human-environmental system modelling. Established approaches to software integration, such as component-based approaches [Bian and Hu 2007] and software agents [Wooldridge and Ciancarini 2001], have so far placed greater emphasis on encapsulation (data hiding) than standard object-oriented design, and many integrated modelling frameworks, including the Open Model Interface Environment (OpenMI) [Moore and Tindall 2005; Gregersen et al. 2005] adopt this approach in one form or another. There are good reasons to do so, such as facilitating legacy software reuse, and preventing misuse of submodels’ internal variables.

However, greater encapsulation means less integration. In the terminology of Antle et al. [2001], submodels are loosely coupled through connecting the output variables of one submodel to the inputs of others. Whilst semantic annotation of input and output variables goes some way to addressing concerns over their inappropriate linkage [e.g. Rizzoli et al. 2008], there are wider issues with what
might reasonably be characterised a ‘black box’ integration approach. Reflections on model coupling in various areas of research have concluded that loose coupling can lead to problems with ontological consistency in the coupled whole [e.g. Frysinger et al. 2002; Leavesley et al. 2002].

These issues were covered recently by Voinov [2010], who used a series of images as metaphors for concerns he had over model integration issues. Borrowing one of these images, we can illustrate conceptually one of the issues with semantically-labelled black box integration (figure 1). Semantic integration is a live issue in the database community, where it occurs in the integration of distributed heterogeneous databases – for example, when companies merge and their personnel databases need to be integrated. Bellatreche et al. [2006] list common problems that come under the heading of semantic heterogeneity: naming conflicts (where the same name is used for different entities, or different names for the same entity), scaling conflicts (where concepts are represented at different spatial or temporal scales), confounding conflicts (where concepts appear to have the same meaning, but don’t), and representation concepts (where concepts are represented in different ways).

Software integration is no less a problem of semantic integration than is database integration, and therefore, so is model integration [Polhill and Gotts 2011]. Indeed, we have argued [ibid.] that model integration is a more difficult semantic problem than database integration, because of what could be termed algorithmic conflicts. These arise because concepts in models are not only represented by their descriptive properties (classes, attributes, attribute value constraints), but also by algorithms representing their dynamics: the processes by which the attributes change value over time. Algorithmic conflicts occur when two submodels need to represent the same subprocess in order to compute their output variables, but that subprocess is implemented in different ways. The presence of the subprocess in each submodel could be completely hidden if all that is visible is the input and output variables of the submodels. Although black-box coupling can avoid algorithmic conflicts by ensuring that each submodel operates in a distinct, non-overlapping domain of the whole simulated system, adherence to this constraint cannot be verified or enforced without prior in-depth knowledge of the computations performed by each submodel. Without such knowledge, the possibility of unknown ontological conflicts (such as economic growth and recession in the same area at the same time) cannot be ruled out. Hence, in addressing issues of semantic heterogeneity in model integration, it is arguable that to ensure ontological consistency we should explore approaches using less, not more, encapsulation.

2 MODELLING IN THE LOCAW PROJECT: WERC-M

The LOCAW project uses agent-based simulation models as a synthesis tool and as part of a backcasting exercise, in which the case study organisations are asked to think about where they want to be in the context of a low-carbon future [Sánchez-Maroño et al. 2012]. The models are then used to provide simulated narratives that lead, or do not lead, to that desired outcome. The case study organisations selected are: a university, a local government, a water company, the renewable energy arm of a power generation company, a manufacturer of lorry cabs, and an oil company.
The project is focused on everyday practices in the workplace pertaining to the use of energy and materials, management and generation of waste, and transport. An initial study of all six case studies suggested that a core model should be focused around the relevant choices the agents make on an everyday basis, as different case studies entail different degrees of autonomy for agents. For example, lecturers and students in the university enjoy considerably more autonomy than do factory workers in the lorry cab manufacturer.

Figure 2 shows the initial ontology for WERC-M (Worker-Environment Reinforcement Choice Model). In it, the agents are Persons, who find themselves in a series of Contexts, each Context providing them with a set of Options among which they have to choose. Each Option has an Impact on the Environment, and gives Feedback to the Person doing it. Other Persons with whom the Person choosing the option has interpersonalRelationships may observe the choice the Person made, and also give Feedback on it. The Feedback will be used to adjust the likelihood that the Person repeats the Option in that Context.

![OntoViz graph of the WERC-M ontology.](image)

Each case study will involve a specialisation of this ontology, with its own unique combination of instances of Option, Context, Feedback and Impact, subclasses of Person, and subproperties of interpersonalRelationship. However, the case studies will also have similarities as well as differences, and to this extent, there is scope for overlap in implemented processes from one case study to the next. The issue is similar to the problem of integrated modelling discussed earlier, in that there will be various submodels, some specific to a case study, some shared with other case studies, some common to all case studies, but in each individual case study, whatever combination of submodels are used, we want to be sure that the case study model is ontologically consistent.

In the rest of this paper, we use an early prototype to show how our modelling environment (OBIAMA) could be used to implement the case study models. Reimplementation of models is widely recognised as best practice in agent-based modelling [e.g. Galan and Izquierdo 2005], and a parallel implementation of WERC-M is being built in Repast Simphony [North et al. 2007].

3 MODELLING WITH OBIAMA

OBIAMA is a tool currently in development at the James Hutton Institute. It is designed to be an integrated modelling environment that uses OWL (Web
Ontology Language ([Cuenca Grau et al. 2008]) ontologies to represent the state and structure of the model at all times. Sublanguages of OWL are based on decidable description logics, allowing the use of an OWL reasoner, such as Pellet [Sirin et al. 2007] to check the consistency of the model. This is important, as representing the state of the model using an OWL ontology breaks encapsulation. OWL cannot represent dynamics in a model, so changes to the state from one time step to the next are still implemented in Java code. Clearly, the data this code operates on, since they are stored in a separate OWL ontology, are no longer stored with the code. Hence, rather than relying on encapsulation to ensure ontological consistency (which works only if each submodel operates on distinct, non-overlapping, areas of the model), OBIAMA relies on the reasoner.

Building a model using OBIAMA entails the following steps:

- Constructing a model structure ontology. The model structure ontology contains mostly T-box (the ‘T’ is for ‘Terminology’) axioms. In description logics, T-box axioms are axioms that describe entity types, properties entities have, and relationships among them. The equivalent in Java would be classes, fields and associations.
- One or other of:
  - Constructing an initial model state ontology. A model state ontology consists entirely of A-box (the ‘A’ is for ‘Assertion’) axioms. In description logics, A-box axioms are axioms that describe individuals. The equivalent in Java would be instances.
  - Constructing an initial schedule that builds the initial state. OBIAMA provides a schedule ontology. Building a schedule entails defining instances of concepts in that ontology, which describe a sequence of actions to run that make changes to the state as required.
- Constructing a main schedule that will embody the simulation proper. This, like the initial schedule (if used), is implemented as a series of A-box axioms using terminology in OBIAMA’s schedule ontology.

A typical initial schedule consists of a sequence of actions; a typical main schedule consists of a repeated sequence of actions. Each action changes the A-box assertions in the model state ontology, and is implemented by a Java class, which will be written and compiled before the OBIAMA model is built. Hence it will not necessarily have access to the terminology used in the model structure at compile time. To deal with this, each action implementation has its own ‘micro-ontology’: terminology describing the classes, properties and relationships that it expects to appear in the model structure ontology. OWL provides EquivalentClasses and EquivalentProperties axioms that can be used where the model structure ontology does not use the same terminology as the micro-ontologies of the actions in the schedule(s). Thus we may add the following to the list of activities involved in building a model:

- Providing implementations for actions, where these are not provided by an OBIAMA built-in action implementation.
- Adding EquivalentClasses and EquivalentProperties axioms to the model structure ontology where this does not use the same vocabulary as the micro-ontologies of the implementations of the actions in the schedule(s).

A consequence of the loss of encapsulation is that it is possible that no action implementation is ever operating on all the properties of an individual. This creates an issue whenever a new instance of a class is created. Whilst this could be dealt with by building an action implementation to create an instance of each class, this is inconvenient. Instead, classes can be annotated in the model structure ontology with a creator schedule to execute each time an instance of the class is created. A creator schedule consists of a series of actions the implementations of which
provide initial values for all the properties of the created instance. Creator schedules need to be ‘inheritable’, in the sense that OBIAMA runs any creator schedules of all superclasses of a class of which an instance is being created, as well as the creator schedule of the class itself. Hence, if instances of any class are to be created by actions in the schedule (something that is particularly likely in the initialisation schedule), building an OBIAMA model also involves the following:

• Building creator schedules for any classes of which instances are to be created during the execution of the initialisation or main schedules, and adding them as annotations to the model structure ontology.

In an agent-based model, agents may ask each other for information whilst making decisions. This information is computed by one agent in response to a request by another, and could be specific to properties of both. A trivial example is: “How much older are you than me?” Here again, the lack of encapsulation means that there is nowhere to locate a method that would perform such a computation and return the answer to the requesting agent. It would be extremely unwieldy to implement an action that stored all the differences in ages among all the agents in a refied relationship, when all that is required is an intermediate variable. OBIAMA provides queries for this purpose. Queries do not change the state of the model, but provide derived information from it to other actions. Since this derived information is not stored in the state ontology, the transparency of the model is undermined. Thus, if an instance is to respond to a query during the execution of an action implementation requiring it, one of the classes to which it belongs must have an annotation to that effect. There is therefore the following additional activity when building a model:

• Annotating classes with queries that their instances respond to if the execution of action implementations so requires.

4 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION OF WERC-M IN OBIAMA

A prototype implementation of WERC-M has been built using OBIAMA, in which agents make a random selection of Options in each Context. Choosing these Options results in Impact that is accumulated by an instance of Environment, and in Feedback to the agent. This model provides the following specialisations of the WERC-M ontology shown in section 2:

• Context has the instances ‘choosingCommutingTravel’, ‘stoppingForLunch’ and ‘stoppingForDay’, representing the three contexts in which agents will be choosing options.
• Option has the instances ‘walking’, ‘cycling’, ‘bus’, ‘driving’ as options for the ‘choosingCommutingTravel’ Context, and ‘on’ and ‘standBy’ as options for the ‘stoppingForLunch’ and ‘stoppingForDay’ Contexts. The latter are intended to represent agents trying to save energy in the workplace for equipment they are not using while away from work.
• Impact has the data property ‘pollution’, and instances for each Option.
• Feedback has the data property ‘inconvenience’, and instances for each Option.
• Environment has the instance ‘environment’.

This specialisation is just for this initial prototype implementation. In LOCAW, we expect each case study to define its own specialisations that are appropriate to the everyday actions and consequences it is investigating. For example, in the case study of the Spanish university, the Contexts are goingToWork, goingHome, attendingAClass, teaching, takingABreak, havingLunch, studying and researching [Sánchez-Marroño et al. 2012]. The specialisations for each case study will be developed in collaboration with field researchers on the project.
The schedule ontology has an initialisation schedule and a main schedule, each with their own URI. The actions in each schedule are implemented by a Java class that adds and/or removes A-box axioms from the model state ontology. The initialisation schedule:

- Creates some agents. The Person class in the model structure ontology is annotated with two creator schedules: one that assigns the agents an initial context ('choosingCommutingTravel') and another that sets the environment of the agent.
- Loads values for the 'inconvenience' of each Feedback from a CSV file.
- Loads values for the 'pollution' of each Impact from a CSV file.

The main schedule repeats the following sequence:

- Agents make a random selection among the Options for the Context they are in.
- Agents add the Option they have chosen to the pendingOptions of the environment.
- The environment accumulates Impact from and sends Feedback for each of the pendingOptions.
- Agents update their Context.

The result of running OBIAMA with this simple prototype model is a series of model state ontologies, one for each step in the model. In what follows, we consider the implementation of two of the actions described briefly above.

The action to update the Context of each agent is one of the simplest in the model, and is coded in the schedule ontology as illustrated in Figure 3:

This tells the scheduler to run the Java class UpdateContext's step() method concurrently for each member of the class Person. (For now, ‘concurrently’ means in a random sequential order, but no two actions may ‘interfere’ i.e. write to the same values.). The UpdateContext class implements one other method besides step(): initialise() is called when the schedule is loaded to create the action’s ‘micro-ontology’. The micro-ontology is not explicitly written in OWL, but provides a statement of what the action expects in the model structure ontology; in this case using the vocabulary of WERC-M (see Figure 1):

- an object property currentContext with domain Person and range Context,
- and an object property nextContext with domain Context and range Context.

The step() method takes the URI of the agent running the action as argument. It gets the currentContext of the agent, and sets it to the nextContext of that Context.

UpdateContext as described can be used for any case study version of WERC-M where the sequence of Contexts in the model is linear. However, in some case
studies, it is possible that this constraint will not apply. For example, there could be multiple nextContexts that depend on properties of the Person, or there could be a need to synchronise certain Contexts across agents regardless of what prior Contexts they have been in. New UpdateContext actions would be required to implement this – these can be coded separately and specified as implementations of the updateContextAction in the schedule, without affecting the code implementing other actions.

The action to create the agents in the initialisation schedule is a built-in action implemented by the CreateNAgentsAction class, and demonstrates the use of creators. Figure 4 shows the extract of the schedule ontology containing assertions about the createWorkersAction. This is an IndividualAction, meaning it is performed by a named agent, in this case, the exogenousAgent defined in the schedule ontology.

The micro-ontology of the CreateNAgentsAction consists only of the class CreatedThing, which is expected to appear in the model structure ontology. To make this happen, CreatedThing is declared equivalent to Person in the model structure ontology. In the case studies, we might expect there to be different subclasses of Person – e.g. Student, Lecturer and Administrator in the Spanish university case study – each of which is to have instances created separately. If these are all declared equivalent to CreatedThing, then it will be inferred that a Student is equivalent to a Lecturer, which would be wrong. To get round this problem, OBIAMA provides a facility for actions to rename the base URI of the micro-ontologies of their implementations.

Figure 4. Schedule ontology assertions for the createWorkersAction.

Figure 5. Part of the simple prototype model structure ontology showing the creator schedule annotation of the wercm:Person class.
The CreateNAgentsAction implementation simply generates URIs for the specified number of individuals, and creates class assertion axioms for each of them. This is all very well, but the agents need initial values for some of their properties: one to set the value for currentContext, and another to set the value for situatedIn. To do this, the Person class is annotated with the hasCreator property (Figure 5), defined in the OBIAMA ontology. The range of the hasCreator annotation property is a schedule to run whenever an instance of the domain class is created. In the case of Person, the creators use the SetPropertyValueCreator class to set currentContext to choosingCommutingTravel, and situatedIn to environment. Figure 5 illustrates the latter. Micro-ontology renaming is also required: the micro-ontology of the SetPropertyValueCreator consists simply of the property of which the value is to be set in the created entity, which must be declared equivalent to the corresponding property in the model structure ontology. To avoid situatedIn and currentContext being equivalent, the micro-ontology is renamed using the schedule:uriExtension property of the action (see Figure 5).

In some of the case studies, it may be preferable to set the initial Context of each Person from a file. This can be done easily, and without interfering with any other code implementing the model, by providing a different creator schedule that does not use SetPropertyValueCreator as its implementation.

5 DISCUSSION

The use of OWL ontologies in agent-based modelling and related areas is growing. Christley et al. [2004] describe an OWL ontology of agent-based modelling approaches, and argue that such ontologies can assist with exposing hidden underlying assumptions in models, among other things. Guizzardi and Wagner [2010] have developed an ontology of discrete event simulations. Parker et al. [2008a] developed the MR POTATOHEAD framework to capture the components that might be expected to appear in an agent-based model of land use and cover change, and have used it to compare agent-based models of land use change in frontier regions [Parker et al. 2008b]. It has also been implemented in OWL [Parker et al. 2008c]. Müller [2007] uses ontologies in the initial stages of model development to describe a conceptual model with stakeholders, which are then used to develop the UML diagrams from which the object-oriented simulation model is eventually coded. Other relevant work includes Villa’s [2001] model integration architecture, which uses XML to describe the modular integrated components, and Rizzoli et al. [2008] who link models using OWL. Bian and Hu [2007] emphasise the use of a standard ontology in a discipline to facilitate model interoperability. The usefulness of ontologies as a medium for representing model state and structure is not confined to integration consistency checking. Transparency [Polhill and Gotts 2009], and the potential for linking the model to text [Gotts and Polhill 2009] are also advantages of this approach.

Whilst OBIAMA enables modular components to be integrated to build models that are nevertheless consistency checked, it is, however, not without its disadvantages. Not least of these is that the radically different approach to programming means that it is not trivial to use legacy software as submodels. It may be possible to write a wrapper action around the legacy software, but ideally this would ensure that variables used in intermediate computations would be exposed — something that is not possible if access to the source code is not available, or the software licence otherwise prohibits it.

The semantics of exchanging data among integrated submodels is not confined to datatypes. There is also the issue of units. Some integrated modelling environments put conversion wrappers around the input/output variables of components, but in the context of OBIAMA, it cannot be assumed that two actions both referring to temperature, for example, will be using the same units. Whilst this issue could be handled using SWRL rules between data properties using different
units, many reasoners do not implement SWRL rules, and many that do only provide a partial implementation.

Another significant disadvantage is that using the reasoner each time step to generate inferred axioms means that running the model is slow. Running the simple version of WERC-M with only 10 agents for 100 time steps took around an hour and a half using the Pellet reasoner. The availability of approximate reasoning tools such as TrOWL [Thomas et al., 2010] provides the possibility that there may be ways to work around the reasoning issues. Other short-cuts may be possible. For example, reasoning could be restricted to axioms associated with A-box assertions in the state ontology. Further, provided a model does not rely on inferences for the purpose of updating variables, consistency checking could be done off-line, after the model has finished running, and in parallel, using one node for each time step.

The discussion above suggests a number of criteria on which software aimed at facilitating model integration can be evaluated:

- Facilitation of software re-use. This has two related elements: the re-use of legacy software (i.e. not built with the model integration software in mind), and the re-use of modular submodels (which have been so constructed).
- Ontological consistency checking. A model that is not ontologically consistent is invalid; it is imperative that model integration software is able to provide a consistency checking service. A subset of issues under this heading are possible conflicts in units of data properties.
- Feasibility. The time and memory cost of integration should not be prohibitive in comparison with building and running a completely new model tailored to the task in hand.

6 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Seen as a problem of semantic heterogeneity, the role of semantics in integrated modelling efforts is emphasised. We suggest that emphasising encapsulation when building models from modular components detracts from integration, as algorithmic conflicts can occur across the black-box submodels. Our prototype OBIAMA ontology-based modelling system is able to exploit reasoning capabilities of formal ontology languages to check consistency as a model built from coupled submodels progresses. However, further work is needed to improve the efficiency of the system if it is to be applied effectively to the case studies in LOCAW.
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